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A MUSIC MILESTONE

Celebrate 50 years of music magic
When guest conductor Timothy Vernon raises his baton at the School of
Music’s 50th-anniversary concert on Dec. 2, it will mark five decades of dedicated community outreach.
Victoria’s musical community has long benefited from its UVic connections through the Victoria Symphony, Pacific Opera Victoria, JazzFest, band
instruction, Open Space and the annual TubaChristmas event, to name a few.
“Victoria has always been a place that’s attracted cultured people,” says
school director Christopher Butterfield. “We’ve always been, and will continue
to be, part of the vital voices that fire up the city's cultural scene.”
The UVic Chorus and Orchestra Gala Concert takes place 8–10 p.m., Saturday, Dec. 2 in the University Centre Farquhar Auditorium. Tickets are $10–$25
at 250-721-8480. bit.ly/uvic-tickets
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Preparing
students for
success.
UVic students
have a 94%
employment rate two years after
graduation.

NEW MATERIAL WILL IMPROVE OUR DIGITAL DEVICES

Get ready for faster,
cooler computers
Our computers, smartphones and other digital devices may one day be faster,
more durable and more energy efficient, thanks to a new material developed
by UVic chemist Natia Frank.
Her invention—a combination of cobalt and purple-blue dye material—
enables a technology known as LI-RAM, which uses light rather than electricity to function.
Frank’s work is part of an international effort to reduce power consumption and heat produced by current computer processors and memory
systems. LI-RAM uses 10 per cent less power and creates half the amount of
heat—all while processing information faster.
Frank is working with international electronics manufacturers to optimize
and commercialize the technology, which could find its way to consumers in
the next 10 years.

Buckham (on back deck with a wave measurement buoy) in front of the Hesquiaht First Nation
community of Hot Springs Cove. UVIC PHOTO SERVICES

Driving change in Canada
and around the world.
UVic-led research is bridging the knowledge
gap for energy-challenged coastal communities
PRIMED will gather extensive wind, wave and tide
data from a number of existing sources, including the
multi-partner West Coast Wave Initiative which Buckham also leads, and the new Canadian Pacific Robotic
Ocean Observing Facility (C-PROOF), led by UVic
oceanographer Jody Klymak. The C-PROOF project
involves sensors mounted on autonomous underwater
gliders and floats.
As the first project of its kind in Canada and the
world, PRIMED will be a model for other jurisdictions,
says Buckham.
“Worldwide, remote coastal communities are the
break-in market for marine renewables. Our goal is to
demonstrate how this ‘third party’ approach to risk mitigation should be a best practice in BC and elsewhere.”
UVic is a national leader in sustainable energy research, working closely with governments, industry and
community groups to promote clean growth and lowcarbon economic development.
The PRIMED project is funded by Western Economic Diversification Canada.

When every
second counts…
Scientists can’t yet reliably predict an earthquake, but
the sooner we know they’re happening, the better we
can prepare.
UVic’s Ocean Networks Canada (ONC) is on the job.
Thanks to new funding from the Canada Foundation
for Innovation, ONC will soon be adding seven new
GPS sensor stations on the seafloor off Vancouver
Island to monitor slow-slip tectonic movement.
The new GPS stations—among the first of their kind
to work underwater—will communicate acoustically
with an autonomous surface vehicle, or glider, which
will transmit information to ONC in real time.
ONC operates world-leading cabled ocean
observatories off southern BC. More than 5,000 sensors
are connected to the internet and are continuously
sending data in real time from a range of ocean
environments.
ONC is the only organization in Canada that
operates internet-connected earthquake sensors
offshore.
Together with ONC’s other ocean and land-based
instruments, the deep-sea sensor network will help
scientists advance earthquake research and better
understand the hazards in this high seismic risk region.
Once completed, ONC’s early warning system will
provide seconds to minutes for us to prepare. A lot
can be done in a few seconds—automatic systems
can slow trains, shut down gas lines, halt surgeries and
ground elevators. People can find a safe place to drop,
cover and hold on until the shaking stops.
“ONC data can help us make decisions when seconds
count,” says ONC President Kate Moran. “It’s a direct
benefit to the community in terms of early warning
potential.”
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Putting learning
in motion.
We have one of
Canada’s largest
university cooperative education programs,
integrating academic studies with
relevant paid work experience in
more than 40 academic areas.
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Leadership that crosses all fields.

Laboucan-Massimo at the Pitipan Solar Installation. UVIC PHOTO SERVICES

ject that will eliminate this uncertainty. “PRIMED is
all about using data gathered in the field and advanced
computer simulations to do long-term assessments and
determine the full costs to the communities,” he says.
At present, communities have to accept a technology
developer’s estimate of the benefits and costs of a project,
without an arm’s length third party to turn to. PRIMED
is that third party, says Buckham. “Trust has to be proportional to the economic commitment made by the
community and the commitment made by the technology developer. PRIMED will help build that trust.”
PRIMED involves a range of academic and marine
energy technology partners, notably Barkley Project
Group in Nanaimo, a renewable energy developer that
already works with remote communities along the coast.
“They’re our community representatives,” says Buckham. “Renewable energy integration is all about a synergy between supply and demand. Barkley is covering
the demand side, PRIMED will provide the supply side
and find the synergies, if they’re there. Through Barkley,
we’ll communicate possibilities and results to community leadership.”

UVic ranks as a top performing
university in Canada based on
the impact of research and on
international collaborations with
researchers around the world
(2011–2017 Leiden university
rankings).
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Even though BC’s remote, off-the-grid coastal communities sit next to an enormous untapped source of renewable energy—the Pacific Ocean—they continue to
rely on dirty and expensive diesel fuel to generate their
electricity.
There’s a strong appetite in these communities—many
of which are Indigenous—for renewable technologies
such as wind, wave and tidal. So what’s holding them
back?
“There’s a knowledge gap that still has to be bridged,”
says Brad Buckham, a mechanical engineer at UVic’s
Institute for Integrated Energy Systems who specializes
in marine energy technologies. “The communities need
real data to assess how the resource will be harnessed,
how the technology will produce power over decades of
operation, and how it will offset diesel use over that same
period.”
Without that long-term assessment, he says, uncertainty dominates discussion and first-of-a-kind community-based marine energy projects fail to materialize.
Buckham is co-leading the Pacific Regional Institute
for Marine Energy Discovery (PRIMED), a new pro-
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INVENTION WILL SAVE LIVES AND REDUCE COSTS

High-tech bandage uses phone app
A “smart bandage” that detects infection using a smartphone app has the
potential to transform wound care, says UVic bioengineer Mohsen Akbari.
He and his UVic-based research team, with collaborators from Harvard
Medical School and UBC, are working with UVic Industry Partnerships to
commercialize GelDerm, a patent-pending bandage that monitors pH levels
at wound sites to detect the earliest signs of bacterial infection.
A patient using GelDerm will be able to scan over the bandage’s embedded sensors with a smartphone app to gauge whether infection has set in.
The information can be used for self-monitoring and can be relayed wirelessly to a patient’s health care team for follow-up.
“The technology holds great promise in managing chronic and acute
injuries caused by trauma, surgery or diabetes,” says Akbari. “This all-in-one
bandage will save lives and reduce costs.”
The bandage could be on the market within five years once industry
partners have been identified.

The 2017 QS World University
Rankings by Subject place UVic in
the top 200 institutions globally
for research in five subject areas:
Earth and marine sciences, English
language and literature, geography,
law, and philosophy. QS ranks UVic
for world-class performance and
subject-specific leadership in 35 of
42 fields.

40,572
PEOPLE IN GREATER
VICTORIA HOLD A
UVIC DEGREE

Every day in
communities around
the world, UVic
alumni are making a
difference—starting
right here. The one in
eight adults in Greater Victoria who
are UVic alumni are key contributors
to the thriving knowledge economy,
well-being and vibrant cultural life
of our region.
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Driving Canadian prosperity.
Songhees Elder David Dick and anthropology students at Winter Cove, Saturna Island. PHOTO: BRIAN THOM

Creating vital impact
and dynamic learning
opportunities in an
extraordinary academic
environment—that’s the
UVic Edge.

ANTHROPOLOGY FIELD SCHOOL

Gulf Islands: through another lens
Have you ever been to Xwixwyus? Or Tth’umuqwa’? or SЌELŦÁMEN?
We’re betting you have. They’re more commonly known as Winter Cove
(Saturna), Russell Island (near Saltspring) and Sidney Spit and they’re all Coast
Salish ancestral sites in what is now the Gulf Islands National Park Reserve.
This fall, Coast Salish Elders shared oral histories with UVic anthropology
students during field trips to several islands. Equipped with GPS, audio recorders and mobile digital mapping gear, the students applied ethnographic
mapping skills to research Coast Salish stories about traditional land use.
“By experiencing first-hand the process of connecting this knowledge to
the land, the students are learning the value of Indigenous ways of being and
knowing,” says UVic anthropologist Brian Thom.
The stories behind these cultural landmarks are being mapped and
returned to the Coast Salish communities to further their work with Parks
Canada in managing these important places.

UVic operations generate $3.7
billion in annual economic
activity—including direct and
indirect expenditures such as
salaries and benefits, spin-off
companies, patents and licenses,
student and visitor spending, taxes
and the effects of an educated
workforce. University research and
technology innovation accounts for
$1.09 billion of that effect.

